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TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY’S RETAIL AND 
PETROLEUM ECOSYSTEMS
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Petrosoft offers a platform as well as software, hardware, and 
services. The company’s integration options, technology, 
and services are designed to take advantage of advances 
in technology, leverage legacy systems, leverage industry 
partnerships, address the changes in consumer demand, and 
enable seamless connections within today’s retail ecosystem.

The company’s technology is positioned to deliver a measurable 
return (ROI) to retailers since it is focused on where sales and 
profits are realized, within day-to-day operations. Discover 
the integration options, POS, foodservice, back-office, fuel 
management, and partnership solutions from Petrosoft.

JOIN THE ECOSYSTEMJOIN THE ECOSYSTEM
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ON-PREMISE SOLUTIONS FOR RETAILERS

CLOUD TECHNOLOGY

The Petrosoft Platform enables integration and data exchanges across the retail ecosystem. With an open system architecture, 
it also enables making the most of legacy and modern systems. It provides the most efficient and cost-effective way to add 
additional functionality without having to redesign entire systems. It also helps to make the best use of internal and external 
data while providing the flexibility to adjust and scale as industry or business requirements change.

POINT-OF-SALE (POS)

With high employee turnover rates, wages on the rise, and increased consumer demand for fresh and convenient food, 
providing a consistent and streamlined customer experience has never been more challenging. Petrosoft helps to streamline 
store operations with its SmartPOS solution and integration with POS and forecourt controller partners such as Verifone, 
NCR, Wayne, Bulloch, and Gilbarco. The solution also integrates with back-office and foodservice ordering kiosk systems.

All SmartPOS systems come as bundled hardware and software “plug-and-play” solutions. The solutions include an interface 
and workflows designed to increase compliance, communication, accuracy, and promotional opportunities. SmartPOS also 
eases training and speeds transactions. Key features include instant price book, electronic journal, item search, shortcuts, 
auto-complete, automatic notifications, user role management, and restricted item sales management.

FOODSERVICE ORDERING & PREPARATION

Meeting the consumers' growing demand for convenient and freshly prepared food delivered flawlessly can be a challenge 
in an industry with high employee turnover. Petrosoft's foodservice technology, Qwickserve, helps to deliver an optimal 
foodservice experience at every stage of the ordering process for both the consumer and retailer. 

Qwickserve helps to reduce errors with workflows and data exchanges, creating seamless communications between mobile 
devices, self-service kiosks, POS systems, kitchen display units, and back-office systems. Since Qwickserve is cloud-connected, 
operators can manage menus, items, administration, as well as track sales, shift, inventory, GPM, order history, and recipe 
costs from store devices and through the cloud portal.
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ON-PREMISE SOLUTIONS FOR RETAILERS

LOYALTY

Petrosoft offers several ways to manage loyalty programs and data through its loyalty, POS, foodservice, and back-office 
solutions. The company provides branded and unbranded loyalty programs to help increase sales, average ticket size, and 
return visits. The company also support loyalty data exchanges to help retailers manage third party loyalty program data 
through its back-office solution. 

LOSS PREVENTION 

Loss Prevention Analytics is revolutionizing the way retailers manage their operations by providing a clear view of a retailer's 
operations and verifiable proof of errors and theft. The solution enhances both POS and loss prevention technology.

With this solution, retailers gain access to accurate and timely information that has been historically difficult or impossible 
to obtain.  This solution discourages theft with verifiable proof, identifies employee training issues, and quickly helps to 
verify transactions, risk events, and employee claims. It provides new dimensions of knowledge, control, accountability, and 
validation. 

Petrosoft's Loss Prevention Analytics solution includes a cloud-based interface enabling retailers, from any location, to quickly 
drill down into reports and click-through to view the associated video footage from any internet-connected device. Retailers 
can filter by date, location, employee, item, event, and type of transaction.

NETWORKING

Petrosoft provides networking solutions under the brand name Direct Connect. Its current models are the DC-301 and DC-
501. Direct Connect is a network, hardware, and software bundled solution. It is the reliable, fast, and secure way for retailers 
to automatically connect and transfer their video, foodservice, POS, and automatic tank gauging (ATG) data to their analytics 
and back-office systems. Any approved updates from back-office systems can also be sent automatically to an individual POS 
or companywide POS systems.
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HEAD-OFFICE SOLUTIONS FOR RETAILERS

BACK-OFFICE

Petrosoft’s cloud-based back-office solution, C-Store Office, is used by thousands of retail locations to manage and control 
cash, inventory, prices, promotions, purchases, payments and labor costs. It automatically tracks key metrics such as fuel 
and merchandise sales, margins, inventory turns, shrink, and spoilage. It creates operational efficiencies and workflows 
by automating data collection, identifying exceptions, and creating tasks to validate the data provided by integrated POS, 
foodservice, and supply chain systems. It improves compliance, communication, data entry, reconciliation, and forecasting 
through its workflows and integration with financial systems.

With C-Store Office, retailers gain greater control of their business and influence their bottom line by positively impacting 
day-to-day retail operations. It is a subscription-based solution that is accessed from any internet-connected device or 
through CSO mobile, C-Store Office’s mobile application.

FUEL MANAGEMENT

Petrosoft provides a cloud-based fuel management software solution, Fuel-Central, to optimize the day-to-day operations 
of downstream fuel distribution. The solution enables dispatchers to monitor fuel inventory and improve driver scheduling 
while accountants gain greater control over the revenue cycle. Fuel distributors can track and forecast fuel inventory, create 
fuel delivery schedules for each driver,  track customer fuel deliveries, and UST levels. Accountants can track BOLs, invoicing, 
and payments. Ultimately this solution is designed to speed data entry, scheduling, billing, and collections while increasing 
accuracy, and decreasing the risk of customers running dry, haul backs, and negative cash flow.

SERVICES

Petrosoft offers complimentary and fee-based services. The company also works with industry partners to offer additional 
services. Petrosoft services include financing, implementation, customization, customer support, training, data processing, 
data exchanges, accounting, price book builds, foodservice menu builds, and business analysis. Many of these services such 
as implementation, customer support and training can be provided remotely or at the client’s site. Customers can also access 
a free online library which contains manuals, videos, tips, and a knowledge base. 
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POS AND MTO 
SELF-SERVICE KIOSKS

CUSTOMER
LOYALTY PROGRAMS

ROUTERS, DATA CENTERS
AND SECURE CLOUD 
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ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE  
(EDI) INTEGRATION WITH  

VENDORS AND SUPPLIERS

FORECOURT
CONTROLLERS

BACK-OFFICE AND 
FUEL ORDER

 MANAGEMENT

HOW IT ALL WORKS TOGETHER: THE PETROSOFT ECOSYSTEM

“For me, the cloud computing model was the most important factor in choosing C-Store Office. It works amazingly well 
from anywhere in the world! I own several businesses that are quite remote from each other, and I love having total  
access to my convenience store business data whenever I want it, no matter where I am.”

K. B. Roowalla, MetroGas, Los Angeles, CA
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PETROSOFT CLOUD

WHY CLOUD SOLUTIONS?

Why take on the headache of an in-house hosted solution? Cloud solution providers can offer expertise and significant cost savings over an in-house hosted 
solution. It requires the retailer to have little to no IT knowledge to operate reliably and efficiently. What cost savings and IT expertise can a retailer expect? 
For software-as-a-service companies, such as Petrosoft, the subscription includes:

 ● Subscription-based software with minimal capital expenditures

 ● Automatic software updates

 ● Reliable network hardware, architecture, and security

 ● Data storage, backup management, and redundancy

 ● Data security compliance

 ● Reliable data access

 ● Failover and/or load balancing management 

 ● IT support and system management

 ● Low-risk deployments

CLOUD SOLUTION
Subscription

ON-SITE SOLUTION
License And Maintenance

Software
Subscription Cost

Software
License Cost

Customization

Implementation

Training

Customization

Implementation

Training

Hardware

IT Personnel

Maintenance
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PETROSOFT CLOUD

WHY PETROSOFT CLOUD SOLUTIONS? 

Over the past 15 years, Petrosoft’s cloud solution has adapted to meet the retailers' needs by anticipating industry, economic,  and regulatory changes. 
Currently, Petrosoft hosts, backs up, and manages the data for thousands of retail locations, safeguarding and distributing the data as required by the 
customer. Because of this technology, subscribers can conveniently access, enter, and manage information to make critical day-to-day operational decisions 
from anywhere in the world. The only requirement is an internet-connected device.

Petrosoft's cloud-based and -connected approach leverages technology to automate, organize, and centralize foodservice, merchandise, and fuel information. 
It provides a hub to create, aggregate, investigate, validate, and distribute information internally and/or across the retail ecosystem. Examples include 
managing the administration of cash registers, POS, foodservice, loss prevention analytics, back-office, and fuel management systems. It also includes 
managing critical operations such as price book maintenance and distribution. With back-office integration, managing merchandise inventory, fuel inventory, 
ordering, and invoicing is made easy. Retail operations and IT staff can feel confident to take this approach.

For us, one key factor in deciding to go with C-Store Office was the fact that it is web-based and reasonably priced. That meant a simple, easy set-up and 
a smaller impact on our working capital as we were launching the business. Our time management is much more efficient using C-Store Office to run the 
business, and we really like the one-on-one relationships we have with the tech support people.

Tom Cook, Jump Start Markets, Ozark, MO

“What originally made us decide to go with C-Store Office was the ease of installation. We have thirty-two locations 
and, at the time, we had no price book, zero scanning and no back office. Within two weeks they had us scanning at 
thirty locations! The reason we have stayed with them is that we have a comfort level with the way they do business. 
They don’t have a long-term contract. It’s month to month, so they have to prove themselves every month, and they do.”

Michael Harrell, Duckthru Convenience Stores, Ahoskie, NC
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SmartPOS

Qwickserve

Direct Connect

C-Store Office
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Data Entry & Other Services

Fuel-Central

 Retailer Restaurant Convenience
(C)-Store

Gas Station Fuel Distributor/
Jobber

PETROSOFT APPLICATIONS BY INDUSTRY SEGMENT

“We thought we had a good handle on our inventory before C-Store Office but now, with a uniform price book, we can keep our pricing consistent across 
all of our stores and cash registers. C-Store Office also helps us manage our promotions and orders since we can track and manage our inventory from 
anywhere. It improved our shrink rate by 75% by the end of the first year and by an additional 50% in 2014. All I can say is that it really works!”

Leslie Smith, Director of Operations, Fisher Stores, Inc., New Bern, NC
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With high employee turnover rates, wages on the rise, and increased 
consumer demand for fresh and convenient food, providing a consistent 
and streamlined customer experience has never been more challenging. 
Factor in theft and errors into this mix and maintaining a healthy bottom 
line may seem impossible.

SmartPOS offers an easy-to-use POS system with analytics, foodservice, 
back-office, loyalty and forecourt integration options. Integration with 
industry partners helps to ensure consistent pricing, optimal inventory 
levels, and customer satisfaction. With loss prevention analytics 
integration, retailers gain new dimensions of knowledge, providing 
managers with insights into when and how sales are occurring, enabling 
detection, correction, prevention, and verifiable proof. 

The SmartPOS solution provides flexible training options and safeguards. 
Managers can ensure that cashiers have the information they need to 
effectively complete transactions while complying with restricted sales, 
cash handling, and payment policies. Some features include safe drop 
enforcement, price checks, age restricted sales validation, department 
sales time restrictions, and an electronic journal to track risk events such 
as no sales, refunds, voids, and cancels.

The solution also provides search, shortcuts and pending order 
management for an uninterrupted workflow.

Petrosoft provides its line of POS solutions under the brand name SmartPOS. 
Retailers can rely on this sales assistant technology to reduce risk, increase 
sales, and to keep inventory under control.

All SmartPOS systems come as bundled hardware and software “plug-and-
play” solutions with end-to-end technology integration options. In addition 
to the POS hardware and software terminal, retailers receive a 2-D scanner, 
receipt printer, PIN pad and cash drawer(s). 

Contact your Petrosoft sales representative for scanner, PIN pad and other optional integrated solutions from Petrosoft

Discount, Dollar Stores and Other
High-Volume Traffic Retailers

Quick Service and Fast Casual Restaurants

Small Grocery Stores and Bodegas

Specialty Merchandise Retailers (Smoke, 
Pet, Gift,  Shoes, Hobby, Sports and 
Fashion Retailers)

Newsstands and Airport Retailers

Cart, Kiosk and Pop-Up Retailers

Convenience Stores with Gas Stations

125 400 800APPLICATIONS
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*Restrictions apply. Contact your Petrosoft sales representative for scanner, PIN pad and other optional integrated solutions from Petrosoft.

SMARTPOS INCREASES
 ● Retailer confidence

 ● Cashier confidence

 ● Customer satisfaction

 ● Cash handing compliance

 ● Transaction compliance 

 ● Operations control and effectiveness

 ● Transaction speed

 ● Transaction accuracy

 ● Promotional opportunities

 ● Training effectiveness

 ● Data integrity

 ● Integration flexibility

SELECTED FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 ■ Fuel pump controller integration

 ■ Wayne Fusion and EPS integration

 ■ Verifone Commander Site Controller and EPS 
integration

 ■ Embedded foodservice ordering module

 ■ Advanced restaurant operations modules

 ■ Instant price book, decreasing implementation  
time with automatic price book installation 
based on industry and geography

 ■ Pending transaction management, increasing 
cashier  productivity and customer satisfaction 
with an uninterrupted workflow

 ■ Customer display management, increasing 
add-on sales opportunities,  promotional 
offerings, and customer feedback  for retailers, 
distributors, and manufacturers

 ■ Instant lottery management, increasing  control 
over inventory and theft with sequential  serial 
number tracking analysis and early theft alerts

 ■ Electronic journal and transaction-level 
integration with Petrosoft's Loss Prevention 
Analytics, enabling the  analysis of risk events, 
ultimately increasing accountability and control

 ■ Video Journal

 ■ FNS and age restricted item sales monitoring 
and controls, decreasing risk and enforcing 
compliance

 ■ User role management and double drawer  
configuration, decreasing risk and enforcing  
compliance

 ■ Integration with industry-leading foodservice, 
loyalty, and back-office solutions, streamlining 
data interchanges within the retail ecosystem

 ■ Cloud-connected administrative management 
and  backups, increasing flexibility, data 
availability,  and data integrity

 ■ Multi-language and currency support

 ■ Dedicated technical implementation support,   
decreasing implementation time and increasing  
customer satisfaction

 ■ Flexible training options, including on-terminal 
training, free weekly online sessions, and 
prerecorded on-demand sessions

 ■ Access to 24X7 customer support

 ■ Plug-and-play bundled all-in-one solutions, 
decreasing  installation time and increasing 
peripheral  reliability

 ■ Cash management policy enforcement
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*Restrictions apply. Hardware and software features are subject to change without notice. Contact your Petrosoft sales representatives for details.

FEATURES OF SMARTPOS BY MODEL NUMBER* 125 400 800

Fuel pump controllers ≠ ≠ ●
Wayne Fusion forecourt controller and EPS integration ≠ ≠ ●

Verifone Commander Site Controller and EPS integration ≠ ≠ ●
Embedded foodservice ordering module ≠ ◌ ◌
Advanced restaurant operations modules ≠ ◌ ◌
Hardware and software bundled all-in-one POS terminal ● ● ●
EMV-ready PIN pad, barcode scanner & cash drawer(s)* ● ● ●
Centralized and secure cloud-connected POS management and backup* ● ● ●
Customer 7”-9” display ● ● ●
Integration with a wide range of back-office solutions ● ● ●
Integration with foodservice ordering solutions ◌ ● ●
Integration with loss prevention modules ◌ ● ●
Instant price book feature ◌ ● ●
Electronic Journal with event tagging and bookmarking ● ● ●
Video Journal ◌ ● ●
Instant Lottery management ◌ ● ●
Instant Lottery early theft detection ◌ ◌ ●
Cash management policy enforcement ◌ ● ●
Favorite department and item tagging ◌ ● ●
Pending transactions management ◌ ● ●
Age restricted items management ◌ ● ●
Unlimited sales history, items, and promotions* ● ● ●
Multi-language and currency features ● ● ●
On-terminal training and help ● ● ●
Dedicated technical implementation and support staff ● ● ●
Role-based access and secure user rights management ● ● ●

●  = standard feature             ◌ = optional features           ≠ = feature is not available
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MODEL 800 TERMINAL SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE BUNDLE MODEL 800 BUNDLED SOLUTION

MODEL 400 TERMINAL SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE BUNDLE MODEL 400 BUNDLED SOLUTION

*Restrictions apply. Hardware and software features are subject to change without notice. Contact your Petrosoft sales representatives for details.
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MODEL 125 TERMINAL SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE BUNDLE

PERIPHERALS PIN PADS, SCANNERS, CASH DRAWERS AND RECEIPT, LABEL AND KITCHEN PRINTERS 

MODEL 125 BUNDLED SOLUTION

*Restrictions apply. Hardware and software features are subject to change without notice. Contact your Petrosoft sales representatives for details.
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Today’s digitally connected consumer demands unprecedented control over 
every step of the ordering process. Restaurants and foodservice retailers are 
responding to this demand by adopting technology to streamline ordering, 
preparation, delivery, and operational communication.

With technology, consumers gain the ability to customize their orders as they 
build their made-to-order meal from a self-service kiosk, online or mobile device. 
They gain visibility into how their choice of ingredients will impact their health 
with the accompanying nutritional information. They also have the flexibility to 
decide when, where, and how to finalize their purchase.

Qwickserve delivers an optimal foodservice experience at every stage of the 
ordering process for both the consumer and retailer. The solution supports 
growing consumer demand for convenient and freshly prepared food delivered 
flawlessly. Qwickserve enables consumers to order and pay for foodservice 
items from an in-store touchscreen kiosk or their personal, digital device. Orders 
are submitted and processed in real-time, providing seamless connectivity 
between customers, foodservice staff, and operations. This ability to quickly and 
accurately communicate information enables retailers to increase quality, track 
sales, and manage costs to optimize margins and encourage repeat visits.

CONSUMER MADE-TO-ORDER SELF-SERVICE KIOSK“Food sales have increased by 10-15% since we have installed Qwickserve.”

Mandy Campbell, Kristyaks Korner

*Restrictions apply. Hardware and software features are subject to change without notice. Contact your Petrosoft sales representatives for details.
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Self-service kiosks, online, and mobile ordering create a personalized and 
uninterrupted ordering experience.  With self-service ordering, consumers can 
do away with the need to rush through the ordering process as they might 
when ordering at the counter or over the phone. They can take their time to 
consider promotions as well as to let menu and ingredient images entice them 
into customizing and adding onto their order. With every adjustment to their 
order, consumers receive immediate feedback about how their choices are 
affecting both the total order cost and nutrition. Loyalty and payment options 
can encourage increases in order size and ease decision-making.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

THE ADVANTAGE OF SELF-SERVICE ORDERING

For high turnover industries, such as foodservice, training staff can be 
a challenge. Kitchen display units (KDUs) can help to create a flawless 
customer experience by providing employees with a workflow and 
the information they need to complete orders quickly and accurately.

THE ADVANTAGE OF  KITCHEN DISPLAY UNITS

KITCHEN DISPLAY UNIT

*Restrictions apply. Hardware and software features are subject to change without notice. Contact your Petrosoft sales representatives for details.

 ■ Fast and accurate ordering process, meeting the consumer’s expectation of 
a flawless foodservice experience, encouraging repeat visits

 ■ Customization of menu items (build your own), personalizing the ordering  
experience and increasing sales

 ■ Ingredient images, pricing, and nutritional information, increasing the ability 
to make informed ordering decisions

 ■ Fast and flexible payment options, increasing sales and reducing theft

 ■ Order interface customization, creating a unified and consistent branded 
experience

 ■ Real-time sales, shift, inventory, and GPM reports, optimizing foodservice 
operations

 ■ Smart order routing to the KDUs, increasing order preparation efficiency

 ■ Integration with industry-leading POS, loyalty, and back-office solutions, 
creating seamless communications and accurate recipe costing
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KEY FOODSERVICE TECHNOLOGY
 ● Qwickserve

 ● C-Store Office

 ● Loyalty

 ● SmartPOS

 ● Petrosoft platform partners

KEY QWICKSERVE COMPONENTS
 ● Self-service kiosk with embedded receipt printer 

 ● Kitchen display unit 

 ● Kitchen order receipt and label printers

 ● Customer mobile ordering app

 ● POS system integration

 ● Back-office system integration

 ● Loyalty program integration

For 2015, the foodservice industry had the 
second highest employee turnover rate at  72% 
and the retail industry’s was over 56%. 

US Department of Labor

*Restrictions apply. Hardware and software features are subject to change without notice. Contact your Petrosoft sales representatives for details.

QWICKSERVE REPORTS ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH 
THE CLOUD AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE MODULES 
OF THE ORDERING KIOSK AND KDU
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LOSS PREVENTION

Age verification compliance. Tagging of 
age-restricted sales, capturing video footage 
and then passing this data through the Loss 
Prevention Analytics solution can provide the 
knowledge and proof needed to show good 
faith and ensure compliance. Managers, internal 
auditors, and external auditors can quickly filter 
to review the transactions. The solution helps to 
ensure that employees adhere to laws as well as 
internal policies with verifiable proof.

Deterring theft. Tagging high-risk events, such 
as no sales, refunds, voids, and cancels, can help 
retailers to discover thefts. But by combining this 
data with its video footage, and then passing it 
through the Loss Prevention Analytics solution, 
operations personnel can also prevent theft. 
The solution provides verifiable proof of what 
occurred during these high-risk events. The 
solution can help not only for litigation but also to 
improve training and internal control procedures, 
including the adherence to safe drop thresholds.

Improving training and internal controls. 
Whether it is age compliance or the risk of 
theft, the Loss Prevention Analytics solution 
can help human resources and internal auditors 
by providing the operational tools needed to 
improve employee performance and internal 
controls. It provides managers with new 
knowledge. It provides verifiable proof of how 
policies, procedures, and equipment are being 
used to either increase or hinder profits. 

3 WAYS TO USE LOSS PREVENTION ANALYTICS

As the central hub of retail sales, POS systems are fertile grounds for errors and a prime target for 
theft. As the volume of sales increases so do the risks. Prevention, early detection, resolution, and 
correction are, therefore, vital to reducing these risks but this requires new dimensions of knowledge. 
Petrosoft's Loss Prevention Analytics solution provides the knowledge needed and verifiable proof. 
The solution enhances both POS and loss prevention technology.

Loss Prevention Analytics is revolutionizing the way retailers manage their operations by providing a 
clear view of a retailer's operations and verifiable proof of errors and theft. With this solution, retailers 
gain access to accurate and timely information that has been historically difficult or impossible to 
obtain. It provides this information by first automatically combining different sources of information, 
such as transactional and video data. It then analyzes the combined information, sets rules, and 
produces documentation and reports for prevention, early detection, investigation, and prosecution. 
This solution discourages theft with verifiable proof, identifies employee training issues, and quickly 
helps to verify transactions, risk events, and employee claims. It provides new dimensions of knowledge, 
control, and validation

The solution includes a cloud-based interface enabling retailers, from any location, to quickly drill down 
into reports and click-through to view the associated video footage from any internet-connected device. Retailers can filter by date, location, employee, 
item, event, and type of transaction.
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SALES CHRONICLE REPORT AND RISK EVENT REPORT
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NETWORKING AND DATA SECURITY

The newest generation of Direct Connect provides greater connectivity, 
flexibility, and usability. It provides retailers with secure, real-time access to 
store data and bidirectional data exchanges to keep pricing, inventory, and 
loss prevention analytics information up-to-date. With this solution, any 
approved updates from back-office systems can also be sent automatically 
to an individual POS or companywide POS systems.

The current generation of Direct Connect,  the DC-301 and DC-501, provide 
the reliable, fast, and secure way to automatically connect, store, backup, 
and transfer video, foodservice, POS, and automatic tank gauging (ATG) 
data to back-office and analytics systems. The DC-501 is the only model of 
Direct Connect that supports Petrosoft’s new cloud-based Loss Prevention 
Analytics solution.

Both come equipped with back-up, Internet, ATG, POS, and serial ports 
to automatically collect, store, backup, and securely transfer sales data, 
price book changes, and inventory data to back-office systems via a VPN 
connection. Transaction and other data are also encrypted and backed-up 
for easy recovery should POS systems malfunction. 

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

*Restrictions apply. Hardware and software features are subject to change without notice. Contact your Petrosoft sales representatives for details.

 ■ Faster deployment and implementation with remote installation and 
troubleshooting

 ■ Increase control over data with automatic collection and backup of 
foodservice, POS, video, and ATG data

 ■ Increase data integrity with bidirectional transfers of data between POS 
and back-office systems  

 ■ Increase control over maintenance costs with remote troubleshooting and 
automated monitoring of POS and ATG systems

 ■ Increase control over maintenance costs with industrial-grade metal 
construction for durability

 ■ Increase control over complexity with a secure and single point of data 
collection and transfer with 256-bit encryption and a solid state drive 
(SSD)

THE DC-301 MODEL
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Petrosoft’s cloud-based back-office software solution, C-Store Office, is designed to increase operational efficiencies and speed data entry, reconciliation, 
and forecasting to optimize merchandise, food, and fuel sales, as well as margins, inventory turns, shrink, and spoilage. The solution saves IT costs and data 
entry time with a centralized price book, reports, and integration with Petrosoft’s POS and MTO solutions as well as POS partners such as Verifone, NCR, 
Wayne, Bulloch, and Gilbarco. The solution also integrates with accounting packages, manufacturers and fuel, merchandise, and data suppliers.

Retailers can gain control of their business and influence their bottom line with this solution that is designed to make an impact where it matters most, in day-
to-day retail operations. As a subscription-based solution, customers can access it from any internet-connected device or through CSO mobile, the C-Store 
Office mobile application. Discover how C-Store Office features can improve a retailer’s bottom line. 

• Manually review and count items in stock
• Manually write up orders
• Receive and manually verify orders  
• Enter the invoice manually 

“I am the price book manager for our company and the C-Store Office price book is my favorite feature of the system. It really makes my job so much easier 
because C-Store Office catches every price change on every shift and makes sure that I can see and approve all of them before it updates our registers. I am 
always confident our pricing at the registers is correct.”

Amber Rench, The Pumping Stations, Augusta GA

NETWORKING AND DATA SECURITY

Retailers establish processes based on their internal 
business needs, industry best practices, and regulatory 
requirements. When these processes are repeatable, 
prone to error, and/or time consuming, automation can 
be used to improve operations and to save labor costs,

C-Store Office helps retailers make the most of their 
time, to make more informed decisions and gain greater 
control over cash, pricing, ordering, revenue, costs, 
and margins. Workflow automation, data processing, 
forecasting, alerts and reporting help retailers to make 
their operations more efficient.

• Order is created based on projections  
• Restricted items are automatically barred
• Best sellers are in stock
• Accurate, item-level invoices generate 

automatically

EXAMPLES OF MANUAL PROCESSES

OUTCOMES OF MANUAL PROCESSES

• Poor data quality and reporting
• Poor control over inventory 
• No validation of ordering impact

• Optimal inventory quality
• Accurate stocking levels
• Complete verification of results

EXAMPLES OF AUTOMATED PROCESSES

OUTCOMES OF AUTOMATED PROCESSES
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“We thought we had a good handle on our inventory before C-Store Office but now, with a uniform price book, we can keep our pricing consistent across 
all of our stores and cash registers. C-Store Office also helps us manage our promotions and orders since we can track and manage our inventory from 
anywhere. It improved our shrink rate by 75% by the end of the first year and by an additional 50% in 2014. All I can say is that it really works!”

Leslie Smith, Director of Operations, Fisher Stores, Inc., New Bern, NC

PRICE BOOK MANAGEMENT 

Merchandise and foodservice retailers can stay in control of their pricing, which leads to optimized 
revenue and profits, by centralizing the administration of their price book from within C-Store Office. 
Whether a retailer has two or hundreds of POS systems, up-to-date pricing is critical to increasing 
revenue and keeping margins healthy. Retailers can maintain their centralized price book by integrating 
pricing seamlessly through handheld inventory scanning, EDI supplier invoices, including parent/child 
relationships (units to cases), and lists and/or the global price book provided with this solution. Retailers 
can also adjust their price book for regional pricing. Additional ways this solution helps to manage a 
pricing include:

KEY C-STORE OFFICE BENEFITS
 ■ Maximize turns

 ■ Maximize margins

 ■ Maximize sales

 ■ Increase operational efficiency

 ■ Increase pricing consistency

 ■ Increase promotional opportunities

 ■ Eliminate dead inventory  

 ■ Minimize overstock and out-of-stocks 

 ■ Minimize shrinkage and spoilage  

 ■ Increase training and support efficiency 

 ■ Increase operational efficiency

 ■ Control implementation costs and time

 ■ Minimize reconciliation time

 ■ Minimize reporting cycle time

 ■ Minimize manual entries and errors  

 ■ Minimize travel time

 ● Set up, add, edit, delete or move items 
between departments and categories

 ● Manage pricing by price group, custom group, 
price zone, store, location or division

 ● Manage recipe pricing for foodservice  retailers 

 ● Create custom meta tags and groups such as 
“counter display” or “cooler #1”

 ● Use cost exception reports to spot cost 
variances

 ● Set up price changes in advance

 ● Remove old items from the cash registers and 
POS systems automatically 

 ● Make global changes to the price book

 ● Promotions management

 ● Create shelf tags

 ● Instant price book and item import
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PROMOTIONS MANAGEMENT 

Do you know if your promotions are increasing sales or average ticket size? After negotiating 
promotions with a vendor,  retailers need to ensure that promotions are set up and tracked within 
their POS and back-office system. With C-Store Office, retailers can set up their promotions in 
advance, set specific time frames and work with legacy cash register systems that do not support 
mix and match promotions. This feature gives retailers an edge when negotiating promotions with 
vendors.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Single and multi-store retail operators can take advantage of the merchandise and food inventory 
management features in C-Store  Office to optimize inventory while keeping margins healthy. 
Track inventory by item or ingredient using the cost or retail inventory method. Gain control over 
inventory by forecasting inventory orders, managing margins, and optimizing sales by weeding 
out dead and slow-moving items.

 ● Track each item by category, department, 
price group, promotion, tag or by risk level

 ● Find fast, average and slow moving items 
plus dead inventory with detailed item 
reports

 ● Control shrinkage with item-level reports 
and Petrosoft’s Loss Prevention Analytics

 ● Identify overstocks and under stocks with 
item-level detail

 ● Keep track of inventory audits and cycle 
count tickets

 ● Ingredient-method accounting for 
foodservice  retailers to stay in control of 
recipe costs and margins

 ● Use computer-assisted ordering to increase 
the quality of store inventory, eliminating 
dead items and  overstocks which lead to 
spoilage, breakage, and theft

 ● Use dozens of reports to help determine 
optimal stocking levels, recalculate a store’s  
inventory value and spot pricing problems 
quickly, identifying low margin items and 
your lowest cost suppliers

C-STORE OFFICE HIGHLIGHTS
 ■ Subscription-based license

 ■ Cloud-based fully-hosted solution

 ■ Over 200 reports

 ■ Sales forecasting

 ■ Item-level inventory

 ■ Cash register management

 ■ Price book management

 ■ Promotions management

 ■ Vendor management

 ■ Buydowns

 ■ Lottery management

 ■ System-based rules

 ■ Accounting software integration

 ■ Loyalty rewards program integration

 ■ Foodservice solutions integration

 ■ Point-of-sale integration

 ■ Centralized newsfeed and tasks

 ■ Centralized data and documents

 ■ Mobile apps

 ■ Online and on-site training

 ■ Implementation services

 ■ EDI integration and industry data exchanges

 ■ Invoice processing
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FUEL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Fuel retailers can keep track of their entire fuel 
sales cycle with C-Store Office. From managing 
BOLs, invoices, and orders to tracking sales, 
margins, and tank data for SIR and operational 
decisions, the modules included in C-Store Office 
can help to keep stations from running dry and 
profits healthy while staying in compliance.

Automating the many aspects of BOL and 
invoice entry can save a retailer time and reduce 
errors. For example, C-Store Office saves time by 
automatically creating a draft invoice with every 
new BOL entered into the system and vice versa. 
Once an invoice is accepted, fuel inventory 
volume, purchases, and pool margin calculations 
are automatically adjusted. The transaction also 
creates an automatic entry into C-Store Office's 
accounting module. 

Fuel inventory reports help retailers stay in 
control of their operations by not only keeping 
track of historical and current fuel cost, sales, 
and margins but also forecasting fuel ordering 
requirements. 

Keeping track of fuel margins is critical to staying afloat in the fuel retailing industry. Did you know 
NACS estimates that 80% of all US fuel purchases occur at a convenience store? They also report that 
as much as 78% of c-store sales were attributed to fuel transactions in 2015 but produced as little as 
8% in margins.* 

*NACS State of the Industry Report (2015 data) and 2015 Retail Fuels Report

Automatic tank gauging (ATG) data is used by C-Store Office to provide the reports that retailers need to meet day-to-day operational and compliance 
requirements with SIR reports. Data entry is automated through connections to ATG or POS systems. ATG reports display the current inventory for each UST 
along with the date, volume, last delivery cost, and the average cost of current inventory. 

TOTAL SALES

MARGIN

C-STORE SALES

C-STORE MARGINS

1-10 
Stores

75%

23%

4%

1-10 
Stores

9%

26%

45%

By Segment 

Fuel Sales

Merchandise Sales

Foodservice  Sales

By Segment 

Fuel Sales

Merchandise Sales

Foodservice  Sales

11-50 
Stores

75%

23%

4%

11-50 
Stores

9%

27%

46%

50-200 
Stores

75%

26%

5%

50-200 
Stores

9%

26%

49%

200-500 
Stores

78%

20%

3%

200-500 
Stores

10%

28%

38%

Over 500 
Stores

69%

26%

9%

Over 500 
Stores

8%

27%

56%
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CASH AND PAYMENTS
C-Store Office provides a cash reconciliation module to
validate incoming and outgoing transactions. It also provides
operational reports to track sales and each method of payment
accepted by point-of-sales/cash register systems which include
cash, credit, debit, EBT, check, house account, and other payment
methods.

LOTTERY
Track sales, payouts, and remaining inventory for every game, on 
every shift. Retailers input the UPC code for each game and pack's 
serial number when placing it on the rack. C-Store Office then tracks 
each ticket's sale, recording the revenue and adjusting inventory. An 
audit form is also available in the system to track online game sales.

CHAINS AND FRANCHISE MANAGEMENT 
C-Store Office is an ideal solution for chains and franchisors. It offers
a robust infrastructure, rapid deployment, centralized data and price
book management, promotion participation management,
automated royalty calculations, inventory reconciliation, and lottery
management.

WORKFLOWS
Automating operational workflows 
can help to ensure that employees 
complete their daily tasks, keeping 
the right inventory in stock, sales 
and purchase data up-to-date, 
and cash balanced. 

“As both the Director of Operations and the Price Book Manager, I was concerned about getting timely operating data from our forty-nine locations and 
keeping tight control on prices, too. C-Store Office gives me the data I need to run the business properly and the data entry service helps us keep a tight 
rein on our supplier pricing.”

Rizzy Mohammed, AMI Stores, Panama City, FL

GO MOBILE!
Retailers can stay in control of their 
operations from anywhere and at any 
time. Whether the store just experienced 
a  cost increase or inventory levels are 
running low, CSO  Mobile provides retail 
operators and managers with the right 
information at the right time so they 
can handle item-level inventory or other 
operational issues when they arise.
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DISPATCHER INTERFACE

Fuel-Central is the cloud-based fuel distribution management software that boosts productivity and drives costs out of the channel. Designed for wholesalers, 
distributors and carriers, Fuel-Central saves time and money by reducing errors and paperwork. The end-to-end technology solution that integrates suppliers, 
distributors, and dealers data into one secure virtual workspace.

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS
■ Collect payments faster
■ Track price changes on commission agents
■ Access real-time fuel inventories
■ Access daily sales reports
■ Complete or split BOLs
■ Connects to POS systems
■ Connects to ATGs
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ACCOUNTING INTERFACE

FUEL DRIVER AND 
FLEET SCHEDULING

MANAGEMENT 

FUEL INVENTORY
FORECASTING AND

MANAGEMENT

RECEIVABLES 
MANAGEMENT
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SERVICES
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Petrosoft offers complimentary and fee-based services including financing, implementation, customization, customer support, training, data processing, and 
retail consulting services. These services help customers to:

 ● Minimize capital  expenditures (CAPEX) and upfront costs 

 ● Leverage legacy systems and data

 ● Enable a quick and healthy migration to new technology 

 ● Enable operational adoption of new technology

 ● Keep employees well trained with options that support high turnover 
and geographically dispersed organizations

SERVICES

FINANCING

Leasing programs are available from Petrosoft for its non-SaaS products 
which include SmartPOS, Direct Connect, and Qwickserve product lines. The 
company also works with industry partners to provide additional financing 
options. 

IMPLEMENTATION & CUSTOMIZATION

Petrosoft offers complimentary and fee-based remote and on-site 
implementation services through its rapid deployment program. Whether 
the customer selects a self-service or full-service implementation, the 
retailer can expect to be up and running in no time. 

A full-service implementation includes a sales handoff to a project manager 
who will work with the retailer to understand their current operations 
and risk through a discovery phase. A complete installation, integration, 
and onboarding program is created to meet the customer's needs while 
minimizing the impact on its operations. A tailored program may include 
operations consulting as well as custom integration, installation, reports, 
data exchanges, and training. 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Petrosoft offers several customers support options. These include an online 
ticketing system, live phone support, remote access, on-site support, and a 
library of videos, articles, tips, and manuals.

TRAINING

The convenience store and foodservice industries’ experience high 
employee turnover rates. This makes it challenging to train employees. 
With this in mind, Petrosoft offers several training options. 

Petrosoft customers can attend live weekly webinar sessions, access a 
library of online prerecorded videos, attend training at our headquarters 
in Pittsburgh, or we can travel to the customer’s site. Customized training 
sessions to address the specific needs of a retailer is also available

BUSINESS SERVICES

Petrosoft offers additional professional services such as data processing, 
accounting, price book builds, foodservice menu builds, and business 
analysis.
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SERVICES: DATA PROCESSING

DATA AND INVOICE PROCESSING SERVICES

Efficient data processing requires the right tools, technology, and staff. These tools can help to manage time and workflows, optimizing data input time, 
reducing errors, and distributing timely and accurate operational information across a division, company and/or supply chain. With a full-service C-Store 
Office subscription, customers can save hours of paperwork while tracking costs and inventory at item-level. We also enable store managers to be more 
efficient with their time with Petrosoft’s EDI and industry data integration services.

HOW IT WORKS
 ● With data entry services, paper invoices are scanned and/or uploaded by C-Store Office customers using 
the Docs Scanner feature. Once uploaded, the invoice line-item data is typed in by a Petrosoft data entry 
specialist and posted to the customer's digital pending invoices folder. The retailer can then review and 
approve the pending invoices which automatically updates inventory and accounting records.

 ● With data integration services, EDI invoices automatically post to the digital pending invoices folder found 
in the operator’s C-Store Office account.

REDUCE PAPERWORK BY 75%

INCREASE ITEM-LEVEL ACCURACY

REDUCE LABOR COSTS

The reason I use C-Store Office is because it makes my job very, very easy. C-Store Office has all the tools I need to run my business the way I want, and it 
saves me an enormous amount of time. The big pile of paperwork that used to be on my desk every morning is gone!”

V.J. Patel, Stop N Go Convenience Stores

C-STORE OFFICE FULL SERVICE SOLUTION: INVOICE PROCESSING WORKFLOW
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“We thought we had a good handle on our inventory before C-Store Office but now, with a uniform price book, we can keep our pricing consistent across 
all of our stores and cash registers. C-Store Office also helps us manage our promotions and orders since we can track and manage our inventory from 
anywhere. It improved our shrink rate by 75% by the end of the first year and by an additional 50% in 2014. All I can say is that it really works!”

Leslie Smith, Director of Operations, Fisher Stores, Inc., New Bern, NC

CHANNEL, TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS PARTNERS

CHANNEL PARTNERS

Petrosoft has a growing base of domestic and global channel partners. 
The company partners with payment processors, agents, distributors, 
resellers, and dealers with industry experience and an established 
network in the retail, foodservice, and/or convenience store industries. 
Our channel partners are trained to promote, present, and at times 
support the full line of Petrosoft’s products which include:

 ● POS systems

 ● Self-service ordering kiosks

 ● Loss Prevention Analytics

 ● Networking

 ● Back-office

 ● Fuel management systems

TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS PARTNERS

The company partners with leading retail software, hardware, and 
service providers, such as Heartland Payment Systems, BlueFin, Bulloch 
Technologies, Comdata, Gilbarco, Intuit, Microsoft  Dynamics, Sage, NCR, 
Sharp, Verifone, and Wayne.  The company also participates in industry 
events and committees with regional and national retail organizations such 
as NRF, NRA, NACS, and Conexxus. 

These partnerships help to ensure that customers can make the most of 
their data and legacy systems while taking advantage of the advances in 
POS, foodservice, back-office, fuel management, and integration solutions.
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CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

SANEHOLTZ-MCKARNS, INC.

Goal: Streamline and Automate Store Operations 
Key Solution Benefit: User-Friendliness

Saneholtz-McKarns, Inc. of Montpelier, Ohio is a petroleum marketer and 
convenience store operator serving northwestern Ohio and southern  
Michigan. The company owns and operates 16 retail locations. Jeff Erb,  
General Manager, wanted to streamline and automate his store operations,  
but his experience with back office systems made him very cautious about 
selecting a vendor.

“We did a very thorough search and looked at a number of back-office 
systems,” says Erb. “We wanted to begin keeping our inventory at item 
level and were also looking for a system that would give us a complete  
suite of reports on all aspects of the business.”

Experience taught Erb to be careful about which software package he 
chose. “We had used another software product in the past,” he noted,  “but 
it was so complicated that it ended up costing us more time than our 
manual operations. It had all the features we wanted, but it was just too  
difficult to work with.”

Erb spent many months researching back-office systems, including C-Store  
Office. After viewing the demos, he found that many of the software 
solutions met his feature but not his usability requirements.

“In the end, after doing all of our research, we just kept coming back to 
C-Store Office,” says Erb. “We liked it the best because it was so user-
friendly. It had all the features we were looking for, but it also had a really 
teachable interface. I was confident my managers would be able to learn 
C-Store Office quickly and that they would use it. That was the key thing —  

we had to make sure our managers would use it effectively.” Erb is pleased 
with the level of acceptance C-Store Office has gained from employees 
and they see the results they anticipated. “C-Store Office makes it possible 
and practical for us to reach the goal of managing our inventory at item 
level. The managers can use it and they can get the work we want  them 
to do completed in a reasonable amount of time.”

There were a few pleasant surprises as they began to phase in C-Store  
Office at their retail locations. “One thing we didn’t expect was how much-
increased oversight we’d have over our vendors,” Erb noted. “Because of 
the way C-Store Office handles invoices, we can catch vendor errors easily. 
We are a margin-driven company, and C-Store Office displays the  margin 
on every item in every invoice so we can spot errors right away.”

Today, Saneholtz-McKarns’ strategy is to automate the business as much 
as possible by taking advantage of C-Store Office and continuously 
streamline the operation. “I can see where C-Store Office can play a role 
in improving our operations in other areas too,” he offered. “The next 
step will be to interface between C-Store Office and QuickBooks, so we 
can begin to get our accounting automated as well. There are a lot of 
opportunities  here for increased efficiency and we plan to use them all.”
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CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

WASEEM PETROLEUM

Goal: Automate Data Collection 
Key Solution Benefit: Flexibility

When Ejaz Rahim, Director of Operations at Waseem Petroleum, began 
to search for a new technology solution, he knew the key to achieving 
his business goals included a flexible solution. The company’s business is 
diverse. Waseem Petroleum owns and operates convenience stores, some 
gas stations, and it also has a co-branding relationship with  7-Eleven in 
its North Jersey region. The Madison, New Jersey Shell, and  BP-branded 
distributor wanted to automate the data collection from the different 
technology used at its locations. The company has networked ATGs, non-
networked ATGs, a mix of POS systems and, in the case of the 7-Eleven 
locations, proprietary POS systems. In all, Waseem  Petroleum services 
over 70 locations in New Jersey and New York.

“We just grew too big to monitor gas sales and inventories manually,”  
says Rahim, “but trying to find an electronic solution that could pull all of 
these various types of businesses together was a real challenge. We really 
needed to automate data collection, but there just did not seem to be one 
solution out there that could fit. We did not know our true pool margins  
at various locations and we were having trouble getting timely inventory  
data to base delivery schedules.”

That is when Rahim discovered Petrosoft and contacted the company.  
Petrosoft can address the need for a flexible solution since the company  
offers some software and hardware products to the different sectors of 
the retail petroleum industry. It is because of this flexibility that Waseem  
Petroleum can now use the web-based i49 fuel sales reporting application 
to collect and report fuel sales, costs, prices and margin data and can also 

project delivery schedules. The company can use the statistical inventory 
reconciliation reporting (SIR) capability. Tying the whole system together 
is the Petrosoft Direct Connect DC 101 unit, the smart and fast proprietary 
hardware that connects the PCs, Ethernet and internet networks at the 70  
locations to Waseem Petroleum’s corporate office.

“Petrosoft can pull data from registers and networked Veeder-Root gauges  
or allow manual entry through a PC,” says Rahim, “and we get all the data  
we require online at an extremely low price.”

All Petrosoft products are compatible so, as they move forward, Waseem  
Petroleum is thinking about expanding the sophistication of its Petrosoft 
applications where appropriate.

“These units can all be combined like building blocks,” he noted.  “In the 
convenience stores, we are planning to upgrade to the full back office and 
it will work perfectly with the gear and software we already have for those 
locations. It gives us a clear path forward.”
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ABOUT PETROSOFT

Petrosoft's founder is a retail operator and engineer who initially developed a cloud-based back-office software solution in 2002. Today, the company 
provides a platform, integration options, software, hardware, and services. These solutions are designed to take advantage of advances in technology, address 
changes in consumer demand, and enable seamless connections within today’s retail ecosystem

The company’s technology is positioned to deliver a measurable return (ROI) to retailers since it is focused on where sales and profits are realized, within 
day-to-day operations. The company continually strives to create innovative solutions, enabling retail operators to manage their on-site and back-office 
operations more efficiently. Retailers can use these solutions to decrease risk, leverage legacy data and systems, and to optimize inventory, productivity, sales, 
profits, and margins. 

From its headquarters in Pittsburgh, the company supports its POS, foodservice, fuel management, and back-office product lines as well as its integration 
with industry-leading technology partners. The company offers a full menu of services along with flexible training options such as on-site, classroom, online, 
and on-demand sessions.
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